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From your editors...
Dear Readers,
From all of our staff here at The Trail, we hope you’ll enjoy this latest
edition. Here, our writers have covered topics from living shorelines, to
the politics of lawns, to mangrove forests in the Virgin Islands. So
whether you’re on a study break, lounging by the Passion Puddle, or
killing time waiting on the next bus, stop by the pages of The Trail,
brought to you by the faculty and students of the Human Ecology
Department, and see what news the world has to offer you today.
Sincerely,
James, Maia, Ian, and Sarah
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Living Shorelines
By Olivia Le Warn

While Superstorm Sandy hit New Jersey’s shores over four years ago, it still seems fresh in our state’s
memory. The damage caused by the storm was unprecedented in New Jersey history, with an estimated $8.3
billion total business losses and 346,000 housing units damaged or destroyed. 94% of beaches were damaged
with 57% of beaches losing at least 50ft of beach. After Sandy, slogans like “Stronger than the Storm” and
“Restore the Shore” spread across the state, but actual calls to action are fainter than the cracked and faded
bumper stickers with those rallying cries on the back of minivans.
While not as drastic as the effects of Sandy, each storm that hits New Jersey’s coastlines still harbors
threats. Just this past January, a nor’easter caused waves that took out 80% of Tom’s River’s beach and created
10-20 foot cliffs at various beach access points across the state.
Over 1,370 square miles of New Jersey is considered to be coastal area, all of which is under the threat of
erosion. Sea level rise is going to continue to have a great impact on our coastal areas as well. Experts estimate
that marshes can contend with sea level rises of 2.5 millimeters but New Jersey is expected to face a rise of 3-4
millimeters per year and that number is expected to increase exponentially.
There are currently two schools of thought for approaching the issues facing shorelines, defense or
retreat. Retreating could mean implementing rolling easements that move along the vegetation line of the shore
across potential private property or prohibiting construction past a certain point of the shoreline. These options
work with nature instead of fighting against it, which is attractive for many environmentalists. However, both
of these options have the potential for attracting considerable public backlash as they directly impact the ability
for development along New Jersey’s coastlines.
Currently, the preferred method of resiliency is defense, which can come in the form of armoring the
shore, nourishing the beachfront, or living shorelines. Armoring the shore is the most common prevention
method and is characterized by using hard structures such as bulkheads to prevent the shoreline from eroding
past a certain point. Unfortunately, while armoring decreases horizontal erosion where they are implemented,
they increase erosion vertically in front of the structure, as well as to adjacent properties without armoring.
Armoring also depletes intertidal habitats and sandy beaches, as well as decreases the amount of organic matter
present that is necessary for wetland maintenance. Beach nourishment simply replaces the lost sediment, and it
does not prevent erosion with it only mitigating the impact.
Living shorelines work with natural processes
rather than fight against them. While armoring
increases erosion because they reflect wave
energy, living shorelines absorb that energy.
Living shorelines also decrease nutrient runoﬀ,
improve overall water quality, allow wetlands to
migrate upland, and create habitat and access
for various aqua c and terrestrial organisms
that hardened shorelines cannot provide.
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Living shorelines combine the aspect of working with natural processes that retreating prioritizes,
while preserving the current way of life along the coast. For this reason, living shorelines have been gaining
traction with researchers and advocates, including the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection.
Living shorelines mimic naturally occurring shorelines and marshes to create additional resistance against sea
level rise and erosion. They are implemented along sheltered coasts and commonly consist of live plants,
oyster shells, wood, limestone, and other materials. Living shorelines work with natural processes rather than
fight against them. While armoring increases erosion because they reflect wave energy, living shorelines
absorb that energy. Living shorelines also decrease nutrient runoff, improve overall water quality, allow
wetlands to migrate upland, and create habitat and access for various aquatic and terrestrial organisms that
hardened shorelines cannot provide.

Perhaps more importantly than those benefits however, living shorelines are economical. They are
relatively inexpensive to build, do not run the risk of breaking like armored structures commonly do, and are
more visually pleasing than their armored alternatives by creating an accessible beachfront. They can also be
adapted to fit each property they are being installed on. Implementing living shorelines positively impacts the
surrounding areas in terms of erosion resilience rather than making them more susceptible. Already, dozens of
living shoreline projects have been implemented along the Atlantic Coast.
It is important to recognize that there is no precise definition of living shorelines per se. This ambiguity
allows projects to rely more on hardened, engineered structures than natural processes, but this could continue
the associated. Taking a critical eye to proposed living shorelines is imperative to ensure that the promised
benefits will actually occur.
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Issues such as erosion and sea level rise are not going to subside in the foreseeable future, so it is up to
us to embrace these facts in our restoration efforts. Armoring our shores even further is not the answer to
protecting New Jersey’s coastal regions. Embracing natural processes instead to recreate sturdier shores will
allow for New Jersey’s coastal regions to prosper both environmentally and economically. The biggest
obstacles facing living shorelines are that they are relatively unknown and coastal property owners are not
familiar enough to opt for them over armoring the shore. There is not much in the ways of legislature for
allowing the creation of living shorelines due to lack of public pressure, which makes the process of utilizing
them long and arduous. By increasing public knowledge of the benefits of living shorelines, they can be
implemented all along our coast and begin to actually help us become stronger than our storms.
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Anderson, J. (2013, May 19). Rebuilding the Coastline, but at What Cost? New York
Times, p. MB9.
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Economic Implications
of the Keystone XL
Pipeline
By Allen Gong

The Keystone Pipeline is a controversial oil
pipeline intended to transport oil from the oil
sands in western Canada to Texas, Illinois, and
Oklahoma for processing and storage. Its owner,
the TransCanada Corporation, claims that the
pipeline will benefit America by providing jobs
and reduce dependence on Middle Eastern oil,
while its opposition argues that those benefits are
exaggerated and that the pipeline poses
unacceptable health and safety threats that
especially threaten a number of Native American
tribes. Although its completion was blocked under
former president Obama, President Trump made a
point of approving it on January 24, just four days
after his inauguration.
The Bureau of Labor reports that
North Dakota has an unemployment rate of 3.0%
as of January 2017 - the 4th-lowest rate in the
country. Additionally, TransCanada promises to
create 42,000 “ongoing, enduring” jobs. The State
Department under Obama predicted a maximum
of 26,100 jobs during the 1-2 year construction of
the pipeline, after which active jobs would
plummet to approximately 50. Given that a major
incentive for oil companies to use pipelines is
their cheap operation, it is difficult to buy into the
promise of job creation. After all, the entire
appeal of the pipeline is being able to pump oil
from point A to point B without having to pay
people to truck or ship it.
As for energy security, the XL
pipeline would change little. Canada is already
the single largest source of imported oil,
providing approximately 15% of total demand.
Saudi Arabia comes second at approximately 8%.
It is politically stable and an important US ally in
the Middle East, and therefore unlikely to have its
oil supply threatened or otherwise denied to the
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US. Approximately 15% of total demand is met
by Nigeria and a combination of Middle-Eastern
and African countries, which may be subject to
unrest or economic turmoil, and approximately
20% comes from Mexico and Venezuela countries that are currently decreasing oil exports
due to an increasing standard of living and
government policy, respectively.
Worth noting about the pipeline’s
effect on national energy security is that the
petroleum it transports is not necessarily intended
for domestic use. Skeptics have pointed to market
trends and internal corporate strategies as signs
that the oil from the Tar Sands will not be fuelling
American engines or industry. Interestingly, the
short energy security page on the Keystone XL
website never says exactly how the pipeline will
accomplish that particular goal.

Works Referenced
“Benefits.” TransCanada, 2017, h p://
www.keystone‐xl.com/benefits/
Oﬃce of the Press Secretary. “Presiden al
Memorandum Regarding Construc on of
the Keystone XL Pipeline.” 24 Jan. 2017,
h ps://www.whitehouse.gov/the‐press‐
oﬃce/2017/01/24/presiden al‐
memorandum‐regarding‐construc on‐
keystone‐xl‐pipeline
Independent Sta s cs and Analysis. U.S. Energy
Administra on Informa on, 2017, h ps://
www.eia.gov/petroleum/data.php
“Local Area Unemployment Sta s cs” Bureau of
Labor Sta s cs, 2017,
h ps://www.bls.gov/web/laus/laumstrk.htm
“Expor ng Energy Security.” Oil Change Interna‐
onal, 2011,
h p://www.policyinnova ons.org/ideas/
policy_library/data/01614/_res/
id=sa_File1/OCIKeystoneXLExport‐Fin.pdf
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St. Croix,
St. Thomas and
St. John, which
constitute the
U.S. Virgin
Islands, are U.S.
territories
located amongst
other Caribbean
Islands. With
little natural
resources to
support them,
these islands
rely heavily on
specialized ecosystems, such as the coral reefs
and mangrove forests, for sources of food and
income through tourism.
With a special adaptation to salt water and
a unique ability to thrive in oxygen depleted
environments, mangrove forests are among the
most common wetland systems in the U.S. Virgin
Islands. A mangrove forest provides a breeding
habitat and home for a plethora of wildlife, with
90% of the indigenous and migratory bird
species relying on the wetland for feeding and
breeding. Similar to coral reefs, mangrove forests
provide coastal protection to surrounding
communities while simultaneously acting as a
filtration system for rainwater runoff. Mangrove
forests prevent erosion the same way other types
of forests do, but they play a crucial role in
protecting the surrounding waters from excess
nutrient runoff. In this sense, in order to save
coral reefs from excess nutrients, one must first
protect and conserve the mangrove forests that
surround it.
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Coral reefs rely heavily on the mangrove
forests that encompass them as the mangroves
provide a nursery ground for fish and improve
water quality by removing pollutants. However,
mangrove deforestation for coastal development
and tourism expansion in the U.S. Virgin Islands
has caused a decrease of nearly 200 hectares in
the past 25 years. Earlier this year, the Virgin
Islands
Marine
Recovery
Service
implemented
a mangrove
planting
project at two
schools in St.
Thomas. The
goal of this
project is not
to rebuild red
mangrove
forests, of
which 50-75
percent have
been lost in
the past
century, but to educate younger generations on
the importance of mangrove forests and their role
in promoting biodiversity and coastal protection.
Howard Forbes Jr. and Jarvon Stout
initiated the program within the Center for Marine
and Environmental Studies (CMES). The
program involves entrusting one child to be in
charge of nurturing each red mangrove seedling.
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The students are given a place to grow their
mangrove and have to find a sunny location for
it to flourish. Once the mangroves leaves
sprout and roots begin to grow, a field trip is
organized by the teachers where the students
plant their mature seedlings in mangrove
nurseries at the CMES. Once the seedlings are
grown, the students will be able return to
CMES and help transplant their seedlings into
the field, all while learning about restoration
and conservation of these vital ecosystems.
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Between educating the youth on the
importance of biodiversity and conservation, a
sense of responsible
and rewarding
stewardship is placed upon them at an early
age. In addition, the revitalization of the
mangrove forests taken on by the children of
St. Croix will positively benefit the coral reef
systems by improving water quality and
decreasing the chance of bleaching and excess
nutrient runoff. While the deed may be small,
the impact this program will have on the youth
and environment is prodigious.

Photo: Taylor Dodge
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Our Oceans are Warming Up Faster than Expected
By Adriana Chumacero
Contrary to what some may believe, the Earth is irrefutably heating up. A group of scientists
were able to quantify how much the Earth has warmed over a period of 56 years. Their research has indicated
that Earth’s oceans are warming up 13% faster than previously thought, and that the rate keeps accelerating
exponentially. Human activities that utilize fossil fuels has been the biggest contribution to global warming
and climate change. Since 1980, the rate of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere as a result of burning
fossil fuels has increased over 40%. The majority of this excess heat — over 90% — ends up in bodies of
water, making the oceans the most important and accurate measurements of global warming.
Since 2005, a new type
of temperature sensing device (float
system) has been in use. These floats
are spread across oceans where they
rise and fall with the current, collecting
temperature data from depths up to
2,000 meters. When they rise to the
surface, the floats send their data
wirelessly to satellites for analysis. Due
to this new technology, quantifying the
heat content of the oceans has been
h ps://www.pexels.com/search/ocean/
made possible. However, how would
one go about collecting and quantifying
data from decades ago? Scientists had to gather data from bathythermographs that were deployed along major
shipping routes among other types of sensors. Putting all this different data together was not an easy task, and
there was a risk that the end results wouldn’t be an accurate depiction of the ocean’s temperature history.
Fortunately, a paper published in Science Advances has proposed a new strategy to further understand
ocean heating in order to estimate the total global warming from 1960 to 2015. First, scientists must correct
past data for any known biases in measurement. Second, they relate these temperature measurements to results
calculated from advanced climate computer models. Third, they apply temperature knowledge to larger areas
so that a single measurement can be representative of a large space around the measurement site. Finally,
scientists use their knowledge of recent and well-observed temperatures to show that the strategy produced
accurate results.
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Using this method, scientists were able to calculate the amount of water heat retention up to the late
1950s. After compiling it, the data showed that the rate of global warming has risen significantly within the
past 60 years. Through this study, scientists were able to discover that Earth’s oceans are heating up about
13% faster than previously anticipated, and that the warming rate has increased. The warming rate in 1992 is
almost twice as much as that from 1960. Since 1990, the warming has begun to penetrate to depths below 700
meters.
Rising ocean temperatures aren’t going to destroy the planet; they might, however, ravage human
civilization. As the water warms up, it affects storms and the magnitude of floods. Last year (2016) was the
hottest year ever recorded at the Earth’s surface, beating out 2015 who previously held the record.
Additionally, 2015 had record hurricanes, heat waves, droughts, and wildfires all around the world. Given this
startling information, it is more than reasonable to ask that we all take steps to better understand these
phenomenon and work to mitigate them.
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Air Quality and Climate Change
Genevieve Tarino

A study released by the World
Health Organization in September
confirms the fears of public health
officials
and
climate
change
scientists alike: air quality is
declining.
Both
pollution
and
climate change contribute to this
decline, which threatens the health
of billions across the globe.
According to the study, 92 percent
of the world’s population lives in
places where air pollution levels
exceed established limits, with
nearly 2 out of 3 occurring in
Southeast Asia and Western Pacific
regions. Regions with the poorest
air
quality
vary
from
highly
industrial and urban to rural and
agriculturally centered.

Consequently, climate change
has
affected
air
quality
significantly, since it is dependent
on weather. According to a study
published by Harvard University,
future climate is expected to be
more stagnant, due to “weaker global
circulation
and
a
decreasing
frequency of mid-latitude cyclones.”
Studies find that over the coming
decades,
climate
change
will
increase summertime surface ozone in
polluted
regions.
The
largest
effects of this will occur in urban
areas and during pollution episodes.

Declining air quality will be
exacerbated
by
the
effects
of
climate change on the environment,
specifically
with
increased
wildfires and higher levels of water
vapor. Poor air quality results in 3
million deaths annually, as it is
linked to cardiovascular diseases,
stroke,
chronic
obstructive
pulmonary disease, lung cancer,
acute respiratory infections, and
asthma. This is because our air
traps detrimental substances, such
Air pollution is caused by a as lead, nitrogen dioxide, ozone,
wide
variety
of
a c t i v i t i e s , sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and
i n c l u d i n g
i n e f f i c i e n t particulate matter.
transportation,
household
fuel
burning, waste burning, coal-fired
Cities
in
California
like
power plants, industrial activities, Bakersfield, Fresno, Visalia, and
and dust storms. Farming is a huge Modesto are feeling the brunt of
source of pollution as well, since this drop in air quality, as they
fertilizers
and
animal
wastes have the worst air in the country.
contribute significant emissions. Specifically, women, children, and
However, it is important to note o l d e r
adults
are
the
most
that air pollution results from the susceptible to the effects of poor
combination of high emissions and air quality.
unfavorable weather.
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As a result, public health and
government
officials
are
spearheading pollution mitigation
efforts. According to the Valley
Air,
air
pollution
can
be
mitigated through the use of
public transportation, emissions
regulations,
minimizing
car
idling, curtailing construction
during periods of high pollution
concentrations,
and
replacing
fossil-fueled
equipment
with
electrically powered equivalents.
Additionally,
more
efficient
agricultural
waste
disposal,
reduction of petrochemicals use,
renewable
energy
use,
and
industrial emissions reductions
can also mitigate air pollution
and poor air quality overall.
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By April Rastaetter
Have you ever wondered what living on another plant would be like? Likewise, what other
life forms are living on other planets right now? When questioning space, we often forget how truly vast it is, especially because we are on the surface of only a single planet. Last month, NASA
announced the discovery of the Trappist-1 System. What makes it special is its potential to have
three planets occupying the “Goldilocks” zone . “Goldilocks” is a term used to describe a planet
with conditions that are just right to sustain life. However, a great deal is required for a planet to
successfully sustain life, which is why the discovery is so out of this world.

What conditions are required to sustain life? The most important condition is the ability of
the planet to have water in liquid form. To do so, the planet cannot be too close or too far from the
star within its solar system. Earth is a good example of having just the right temperature conditions, as Venus is too hot and Mars is too cold. However, to hold water of any kind, these planets
need an atmosphere. Finding out if these planets have an atmosphere, and then what kind of gasses
they are comprised of is crucial to determining if they can sustain life. Greenhouse gasses can
throw off the calculation of the equilibrium temperature, which is the temperature of a star and the
distance of the planet from it. Therefore, planets can sometimes be habitable while not fitting the
classic definition of habitable.
In theory, the three Goldilocks planets that reside in the Trappist-1 system have the right
equilibrium temperature to sustain life (as we know it). Relative to our solar system, the planets of
Trappist-1 are close together. This makes it likely that microbes can travel from one planet to another via rock, furthering the possibility of life. When large impacts happen on these planets, rocks
are launched into space. These rocks can hold preserved microbes which then end up on other
planets over time due to collisions. The idea of traveling microbes is called panspermia, and it was
part of theory on how life on Earth began.
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However, there are problems associated with these newly discovered planets. They are around
39 light years away, which is about 230 trillion miles. The bigger problem? As humans, we have not yet
found a way to travel at the speed of light, and even if we could it would still take us 39 years! If this
were a Star Wars movie, we could find out if those planets have life and move on already. Even though
this is a setback, you never know when we will finally be able travel at the speed of light, and it gives us
something to work towards. Sign me up for a 40 year space journey!
The rest is left for your imagination. If you are a “tin foil hat” believer, I am sure that this new
discovery may have been even more exciting for you. The truth is, we do not know what is out there. It
may not be fair of me to say that of all the solar systems in all of the galaxies in the universe, we are the
only planet lucky enough to sustain life. I look forward to seeing future discoveries about the Trappist-1
system, especially if life forms inhabit it. Who knows, maybe the life forms on the goldilocks planets are
trying to answer the same questions about us!

Works Referenced
Watson, C. (2015, August 17). What makes a planet habitable? Retrieved March 17, 2017, from http://
www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-33929851
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Gillon, A. T. (n.d.). TRAPPIST-1. Retrieved March 17, 2017, from http://www.trappist.one/#about
How far is a light-year? (n.d.). Retrieved March 17, 2017, from http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/
how-far-is-a-light-year
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Carlee Kjeldahl
Although most people know March as the month of St. Patrick’s
Day and college basketball, March is also home to National Agriculture
Day. This year National Agriculture Day was held on March 21. I was
fortunate enough to participate in Agriculture Month festivities in
Somerset County, where I currently intern. Instead of a single-day
celebration, the Somerset County Agriculture Development Board makes
it a month-long celebration. The Agriculture Development Board plans
various events within the county to get people of all ages involved and
informed about the local agriculture in their community.
The Somerset Agriculture Development Board works to ensure
that preserved farmland continues to be so. Somerset County has over
8,500 acres of preserved farmland and plans to preserve more in the
coming years. In order to ensure their already preserved farmland is
maintained properly, Somerset County conducts annual easement
monitoring. To handle stewardship matters and complaints of neighbors,
the County has turned to the Right-to-Farm to help mediate these
situations. They also educate the public by promoting sustainable and
locally sourced agricultural products.
The Agriculture Development Board works hard to brainstorm fun
interactive activities to engage people of all ages for Somerset County’s
Agriculture Month. This year the project was to make planters which
would be planted with vegetables that would be grown, harvested, and
donated to the local food bank. Murals were painted on the outside of the
planters by people at the facility where the planter would be put after
completion. The art adds a festive touch and the murals bring to life the
importance of the region’s agricultural industry.
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There were events held at both libraries and senior centers within
Somerset County. The Quail Brook Senior Center in Franklin Township
was one of my favorites. The senior citizens at the Quail Brook Senior
Center were excited to paint the murals. Some were worried they were not
doing a good job and needed some reassurance, while others came for the
line dancing were convinced to stay for the painting. Still others just
watched but eventually changed their mind and took part in the project. It
was fun hearing them talk about where they get their produce and why.
Regardless, everyone chimed in and said they would buy farm fresh
produce if a farmer brought their stand to the senior center.
In April, the planters will be installed at the senior center or
libraries and eventually planted when the weather warms. The facilities
will provide the seeds for the first year but are not responsible for the
upkeep of the planters and the vegetables thereafter. This means they are
responsible for watering and weeding the planters as needed. These
facilities are growing vegetables for those who are less fortunate and
cannot afford fresh produce. Not only are people learning how to grow
things from the ground up (pun intended) but are also being encouraged to
give back to and participate in their agricultural community.

Works Referenced
"Agriculture Development Board." Somerset County: Agriculture Development Board. N.p.,
n.d. Web. 14 Mar. 2017.
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The Conservative Case for Carbon Dividends: Pros & Cons
Dana Walter

Carbon Fee and Dividend (CF&D) is a mechanism for reducing carbon emissions that has
been popular among economists and leading climate scientists for years. It is only now, however,
that any influential members of the Republican establishment have publicly supported it, marking
the party’s first concrete push toward climate action, based on classic free-market principles.
Proposed by a myriad of Republican statesmen from previous administrations such as
James A. Baker, Henry Paulson, George P. Shultz, Marty Feldstein and Greg Mankiw — together
forming the Climate Leadership Council — their carbon tax plan involves the dissolution of
several of Obama’s climate policies, in exchange for imposing a progressively-rising fee that starts
at $40 per ton of CO2. Carbon tax revenues will subsequently be redistributed as a quarterly
dividend payment to every American, amounting to an estimated $2,000 annually for a family of
four. As with any proposal, there must be a thorough analysis of its advantages and disadvantages
from both an environmental and fiscal lens, due to the inherent ties between modern economics
and environmental science.
The intent of the proposed carbon tax plan is to incentivize a shift to low-carbon energy
and goods, while also protecting consumers from any rise in costs of commonly used fuels. To
accomplish this via a carbon tax might even garner popular support. According to recent Yale
surveys, when compared to historically inefficient cap-and-trade policies, which have generally
only bred cynicism about climate policy amongst the public, carbon tax plans have substantial
support among voters. The Climate Leadership Council also asserts that the CF&D proposal
would maintain and even promote economic vitality because not only would taxpayers see their
money returned to them (unlike a standard carbon tax), but everyone would receive the same
amount of revenue from the tax regardless of their income level,
theoretically benefiting lower-income populations. It can also be
argued that the carbon tax is fundamentally conservative, despite
resistance from members of the GOP, because it would not increase
the size of government. Instead, it would replace what are viewed as
onerous, bureaucratic regulations with a single redistributive policy.
Finally, the overall plan has a certain elegance in its
straightforward and market-friendly nature, in stark contrast to the
complex environmental regulations instituted under the Obama
administration. But simplicity might also be its fatal flaw; in
exchange for its implementation, multiple important environmental
programs, such as the Clean Power Plan, will be eliminated. Many
environmentalists argue that, without any strict regulatory backing,
broad carbon pricing on its own would likely be nothing but an
ineffectual nudge against the monstrous force that is anthropogenic
climate change, to say nothing of legislative and executive branch
resistance at the behest of a less than enthusiastic Trump
administration.
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Ironically, the primary obstacle to this Republican-friendly plan is the Republican control of
the federal government. Even were it to pass, how would the current White House and its hamstrung
EPA go about enforcing it? President Trump has vowed to repeal numerous environmental
regulations, zealously supports the carbon-heavy coal industry, and is politically buoyed to a
populace that includes the nation’s most vocal climate change deniers? Would they allow these
taxes to restrict those large, wealthy, politically connected companies? After all, Trump’s Cabinet
appointees have expressed little commitment to the issue of climate change, and President Trump
himself has repeatedly expressed his interest in extracting more fossil fuels more cheaply. A carbon
tax hardly helps keep this promise and the support it brought.
While many Democrats support the general notion of a carbon tax, the Left is similarly
divided over its potential benefits, with hesitance mostly springing from its sole focus on CO2 —
ignoring more potent greenhouse gases such as methane —- as well as the section of the plan
insulating fossil fuel companies from possible lawsuits over environmental damage caused by their
products. Others in the Democratic Party reject the idea of revenue going directly to taxpayers; they
would prefer to see it being invested toward new government programs, such as renewable energy
and sequestration technology research. Yet if the government were to retain the fees for these
purposes, companies would likely just pass the burden of the extra costs onto consumers,
disproportionately affecting poor populations that spend a larger portion of their income on carbonintensive fossil fuels.
While the proposal currently stands as nothing more than an idea — one unlikely to be
favored by President Trump or most national Republicans — it also represents a notable moment in
the record of the traditionally climate-skeptic GOP. “For too long, we Republicans and
conservatives haven’t occupied a real place at the table during a debate on global climate change,”
said James Baker, former Secretary of Treasury, amongst other posts, under President Reagan.
“Instead, we have continued to dispute the fact of climate change. I was, and remain, somewhat of a
skeptic to the extent that man is responsible for climate change. But I do think that the risks
associated with it are too great to ignore, and that we need an insurance policy.”
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The Environmental
Impacts of Road Salt
By Humna Wajid

Living in New Jersey, we often experience
difficulty in our commute due to snow. The
roads and footpaths get covered with ice and
snow, making it extremely hard for people and
cars to move. But, even after inches of snow
have fallen to the ground, we are able to move
freely on our roads and sidewalks due to road
salt. However, the convenience provided by
rock salt makes it easy to overlook the adverse
effects it has on our surroundings.
About 20 million tons of sodium chloride is
tossed on our roadways every year. As per a
recent study in the Twin City area of
Minnesota, it was revealed that about 70
percent of the road salt applied in the region
stays within the local watershed. Some of this
salt makes its way into ground water, increasing
its salinity. Additionally, the poor quality of
soil contaminated by high levels of road salt
can hinder plant survival and growth. Aside
from soil quality, salt damage can occur
directly on plants when salt is deposited by
spray from passing cars on stems and buds of
deciduous woody plants and evergreens.
Aquatic life is also affected by the use of
large quantities rock salt. Lakes and ponds
adjacent to major roadways have been shown to
experience a change in their water quality due
to elevated dissolved chloride levels. This can

threaten the health of wildlife food sources and
pose a risk to the survival, growth, and
reproduction of some aquatic species.
There are ways we can prevent these
adverse effects. In suburban landscapes, trees
and shrubs that are salt-sensitive can be placed
as far as possible from potential areas of salt
application. Additionally, in more wild areas,
alternatives to road salt, such as beet juice,
pickle brine, sand, and a variety of organic deicing cocktails are being research for
application. These are just a very few of the
countless ways we can reduce the impacts of
road salt on our environment, thereby
promoting the health and well-being of all
species during a hazardous time of year.
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Where’s Buzz?: Cheerios Joins Mission to Save the Bees
by Alexus Lizardi

‘Save the Bees’ is by no means a new environmental tagline, but Cheerios is helping bring it to the
attention of breakfast cereal consumers nationwide. In March, Cheerios launched a campaign with the
goal of giving away 100 million packets of wildflower seeds to be planted across the United States and
Canada. In under a week the campaign surpassed this goal ten times over and was unable to distribute any
more seeds after distributing more than 1.5 billion packs.
The big name cereal company brought attention to the issue through their cereal boxes, where they
removed their signature mascot ‘Buzz the Bee’ from the box. The absence of Buzz was depicted as an
empty bee shaped silhouette on the front of the box. The back of the box makes a dotted bee line
describing “Where’s Buzz”, “Why are Bees Important?”, and “How can you help the bees?” It also shares
facts like how 1 in 3 ‘bites’ of food are made possible by pollinators, and ultimately directing the
consumer to their website, where they can claim their free Vessys seeds.
While the seed giveaway only lasted a week due to huge demand, Cheerios’ ‘Save the Bees’
campaign started in 2016 and the company has been involved with pollinator habitat conservation since
2010. They have a goal of using 3,300 acres of land for pollinator habitat by 2020.
From an educational and symbolic standpoint this wildflower seed campaign is admirable.
Cheerios is marketed towards children and there are many benefits to choosing this form of activism.
Most importantly, it brings attention to the role of honeybees and other pollinators to children by putting
age-appropriate facts on the back of the world-famous cereal. The campaign is unique in that it is
encouraging people to take an active role in conserving pollinators by having interested participants
actually plant pro-bee seeds. This intimate step could spark a child’s appreciation for the environment and
even inspire some future entomologists.
However, no marketing campaign is perfect and Cheerios has been criticized for “green-washing”
certain issues. To start, the species of the wildflower mix Cheerios is sending across Canada and the
United States are vague. Cheerios is very likely sending non-native species to the consumer’s region,
potentially disrupting local ecosystems. Non-native species run the risk of out-competing native plants
and throwing off the ecological balance. Botanists recommend buying seeds and plants from local plant
nurseries that are informed of the native or non-native status of their plants. Since Cheerios did run this
campaign over the entirety of two countries, the seeds are far from being locally tailored.
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Ironically, even in Cheerios’ promotional video about their commitment to pollinator preservation,
entomologist Marla Spivak explains that bee populations have been declining since WWII due to changes
in agricultural practices. Marla further explains this further in her TedTalk, in which she attributes a few
reasons for this, including the use of herbicides and pesticides and the expansion of monocultures. Spivak
describes these monocultures as “bee food deserts” because they systematically eliminate flowering plants
that bees require for survival.
While the Cheerios company does not disclose their farming practices, the sheer size of company
makes it unlikely that their oats are produced outside these monocultures. Furthermore, given that the
company is not certified organic there are likely to be numerous herbicides and pesticides that go into the
production of their oats. For these reasons, Cheerios can be viewed as giving a superficial solution to a
problem that their very existence exacerbates.
All in all, no marketing campaign is perfect and depending on what one values, this seed
distribution and ‘save the bees’ initiative might fall anywhere between commendable and hypocritical. As
people continue to receive their wildflower seeds, only time will tell what effect such large scale planting
initiatives will have on pollinators and surrounding plant species.
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Clean Air? Where?
By Rupika Ketu

Clean water and fresh air are key components to healthy living. In order for the human
body to function, the right amount of water and exercise are two important factors to consider.
However, what if I told you the polluted environment we live in is contributing to over 1.5 million
deaths of children under 5 annually? Do you still feel like stepping out of the house for a breath
of fresh air?
The World Health Organization
(WHO) recently released two reports
stating, “Every year, environmental risks –
such as indoor and outdoor air pollution,
second-hand smoke, unsafe water, lack of
sanitation, and inadequate hygiene – take
the lives of 1.7 million children under 5
years.” Unfortunately their fresh immune
systems are some of the most vulnerable
to polluted air and water. Children
between the ages of 1 and 5 can develop
serious
conditions
like
diarrhea,
pneumonia, asthma, other chronic
respiratory diseases, and even malaria. In
fact, WHO mentions how disposition to
these conditions can start as early as
when the mother is pregnant. What’s more, improper recycling of electronic waste can
contribute to reduced intelligence, attention deficits, lung damage, and cancer in children
according to WHO. Chemicals like fluoride, mercury, and pesticides tend to find their way into
the food chain through improper disposal and runoff of these substances.
In the United Kingdom and other European nations, air pollution is beginning to be
considered a “public health crisis”. In fact, obesity and alcoholism fall behind air pollution in
terms of preventable public health concerns. Additionally, Rutgers University published the
findings of a March 2017 study where it was stated that air pollution is linked to more cases of
heart disease than lung disease. It was also found that short-term and long-term exposure to air
pollutants is linked to increases in respiratory mortality. Going back to the effects on children
and infants, results from the study indicate that maternal exposure to air pollution is associated
with increased risk of low birth weight. Furthermore, low birth weight at term and prematurity are
adverse effects that can be caused by maternal air pollution exposure.
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The real question is what can be done and by whom. Significant improvements can be
made in government sectors to help produce cleaner air and water. For example, urban
planning can focus more on green, pervious spaces, industries can work on better managing
hazardous waste while manufacturing with safer chemicals and practices. Health facilities and
environmental organizations can focus on monitoring clean water while educating the public
about the importance of environmental health.
As many know, governmental changes usually happen at a slow pace, but the public can
help speed up the process by getting involved in environmental groups that advocate for a
cleaner Earth. Some of these groups include Earthjustice, National Association of Clean Air
Agencies, and Friends of Earth. Individually, one can start by doing simple things like using
public transportation as well as buying local produce and secondhand goods. It’ll save you
money and drive you to eat healthier too! We need to come together to do what we can for the
Earth that has provided us with so much. After all, Henry David Thoreau once said, “What is the
use of a house if you haven't got a tolerable planet to put it on?”
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The Trump Administration’s
Reevaluation of Fuel Standards
By Langley Oudemans

Earlier in March, the Trump Administration
announced its plan to rollback vehicle
emission standards for carmakers in the U.S.
These standards were put in place during the
1960s and the intent was that they would
become stricter over time, coinciding with
advancements in technology. The move in
March was meant to help save the auto
industry money, citing the idea that the
standards put in place by the Obama
administration were too difficult and
expensive to achieve. This plan, however, has
the potential to incur significant costs for
Americans in the future.

products across the US, as well as for
enforcement since they move across state
lines. In this case, California can sustain
stricter standards because it developed
standards before the CAA amendment was
adopted, allowing California to sign a waiver
to keep the more stringent standards. This
opened the door for other states to sign the
waiver for the same stricter state standards;
there are now thirteen states that have signed
on. The Trump Administration, however,
wants to change the national standard and
get rid of this waiver to create a uniform
standard across the US.

The fuel emissions standard was
developed in the early 1960s and came to
fruition in an amendment to the Clean Air Act
(CAA) in 1965 entitled, “The National
Emissions Standards Act.” The act was meant
to set an evolving standard based on an
assessment done by the Secretary of the
Department of Health, Education, and
Environment (EPA) that considers
technological and economic feasibility with
the overall goal of improving human
health. This act was created three years after
the establishment of the CAA and six years
after California began setting vehicle
emission standards. Currently, California has
stronger standards than the national level
and is a common practice for point sources of
pollution, which include non-moving sources
such as smoke stacks. However, vehicle
emissions, also known as mobile sources, are
typically regulated at the national level
because disparities at the state level would
cause difficulties for manufacturers selling

The Administration’s argument stems
from the actions that the Obama
administration took in previous years. The
most recent standard that was set was to have
vehicles run on an average of 54.4 mpg by
2025. If all new US vehicles met this
standard, it would save two million gallons of
oil per day by 2025 and significantly cut
greenhouse gas emissions. In February,
seventeen of the largest car companies in the
US wrote to the new EPA Administrator,
Scott Pruitt, saying that the standard was too
steep and unattainable and asked that it be
reevaluated. This statement does not
correspond with the fact that, as of model
year 2015, automakers have outperformed
the emissions standards for the fourth year in
a row. Also, slowing down this technological
progress would likely negatively impact
American cars in the international market.
Countries around the globe are putting
stricter standards of their own in place,
especially across Europe, so in order to keep
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the American car industry relevant in the
modern market, it must keep making strides
towards more efficient vehicles even if the
goal seems far-reaching.
This decision will also halt the progress
that has been made in terms of public health.
Research shows that the emissions standard
has a positive impact on human health in the
U.S. Multiple peer-reviewed EPA studies have
found that Americans now breathe in less
polluted air. One study found that in 1990,
205,000 premature deaths were prevented
because of the CAA pollution reductions.
Another study showed that of the forty-one
areas in the US that had unhealthy carbon
monoxide levels in 1991, all of them are now
below the national air quality limit because of
cleaner cars. Ground level ozone, toxic
emissions, asthma, and other respiratory
conditions have all been reduced since the
implementation of the standard but the
progress cannot stop now. Although a lot has
been done, Americans are still at risk. At the
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most extreme level, a study done by MIT in
2013 found that emissions from vehicles
cause 53,000 premature deaths each year.
Even though the number has been reduced
since the beginning of the act, there is still a
significant part of the population dying an
estimated ten years earlier than they would
otherwise due to vehicle emissions and a
much larger amount developing preventable
illnesses.
The Trump Administration wants the
US to make “the best possible car,” but an
important question to ask is: what is the best
possible car? A car that uses less gas means
that the consumer saves money, it is
competitive in the global market, dependency
on destructive, unsustainable foreign and
domestic fuel sources is reduced, and the air
is cleaner. No matter the vehicle type, from
truck to luxury car to hybrid, having better
fuel efficiency makes all cars better.
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A Greener and Automated Future
Ian Montgomery
People have for decades been told that
vehicles that could drive themselves, or selfdriving cars, were just over the horizon. While
these predictions were wrong in the past,
analysts now estimate that there will be over 10
million self-driving vehicles on the road by 2020
and constitute 75% of all vehicles by 2040. Defined
as cars requiring little to no driving input from the
driver, the acceleration, braking, steering, and
navigation is all performed by onboard computers.
Greater efficiency is gained by having less stop-andgo traffic, lower risk of accidents, less drunk driving,
fewer people falling asleep at the wheel and full
driver attentiveness in 360 degrees around the car
simultaneously. With many companies already
working on the technology — Google, Apple, Tesla,
Mercedes, BMW, Uber, Ford, Volvo, Audi, Toyota,
Nissan, GM, Honda, Hyundai, among many others —
there are almost no major car manufacturers not
competing to disrupt the current market.
As billions of dollars are pumped into this
new field, countless industries are going to be
radically disrupted or altered. Insurance companies,
auto shops, driving jobs, police departments, and
freight transportation, to name only a few, will be
decimated by self-driving vehicles. With the perfect
driver making little to no mistakes, insurance will be
needed less frequently and may even be provided
by the car manufacturer itself. As many companies
are planning to have their self-driving vehicles be
electric, less moving parts will need to be repaired
by auto shops. Since trucking and delivery service is
one of the highest employed jobs in America, costs
can be cut drastically by self-driving tractor trailers,
mail and food delivery, taxis, and Ubers/Lyfts.

The transportation sector is currently
responsible for over a quarter of total US
greenhouse gas emissions and self-driving cars could
help reduce this, but could also make it higher.
Automated vehicles could reduce energy
consumption in transportation by as much as 90%,
or increase it by more than 200%, according to
research from the Department of Energy. The
reduction would come from being able to drive
more closely together, sending traffic information to
find the shortest paths, electric drivetrains being
widely adopted, and the additional weight of
numerous safety features being removed from the
car. However, it’s possible that a much higher
volume of driving will offset the efficiency gains
because the barriers to driving would be so much
lower. The idea is similar to how higher efficiency
light bulbs are offset by keeping lights on more
often.
Self-driving RVs could roam the country with
a destination being chosen, the owner going to
sleep in the cab, and arriving the next day at the
Grand Canyon or Yellowstone, fully refreshed.
Trucks whose sole purpose is to drive around with
billboards on the back could drive around 24/7 with
no one in the vehicle, recharge, and go back on the
road. People who already commute could move
even further away since the burden of going to and

from work would be reduced. The elderly who
are no longer able to drive could use self-driving
taxis to transport themselves everywhere.
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Regardless of how great self-driving vehicles will be for certain business and society
as a whole, it must be understood that they are coming, that they’re coming faster than
most people think, and that the work needs to be done now to minimize their impact on
the environment. Best practices need to be researched and implemented, and we must
focus on getting the that 90% reduction and not the 200% increase.

How Ubers’ First Self-D

riving Car Works
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Human activities typically associated with
environmentally detrimental results include the
driving of cars, agriculture, and the use of
electricity for lighting our homes but rarely do we
associate the garments we wear with having a
considerable ecological footprint. We often
disregard the ecological footprint of clothing
manufacturing because of our compulsion to keep
up with the latest fashion trends. Modern fashion
rapidly changes with trends that pressure
consumers to spend more. Spending more is also
more feasible with the advent of globalization.
These factors contribute to fast-fashion companies
such as Forever 21 and H&M thriving in recent
years. Fast-fashion companies produce cheap,
disposable, and trendy clothing; the resourceintensive production of clothing heavily pollutes
the nearby environment. The “throwaway
commodity” clothes sold at these companies
nonetheless quickly fall out of style and due to their
poor quality and low resale value are often
discarded by consumers who return to stores for
more up to date garments. It is a vicious cycle that
has caused the amount of clothing Americans toss
out to double from 7 million to 14 million tons in
only 20 years.
In recent decades, the American fashion
culture has experienced a massive surge in demand.
The modern fashion culture highly disapproves of
“repeating outfits” because in the age of social
media, individuals feel pressured to dress as well as
mainstream fashion icons. Fast-fashion companies
have allowed a wide market of consumers to buy
many outfits for an affordable price. In fact,
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Americans purchase more than double the clothing
they did 20 years ago. However, the low price of
the
clothing reflects their poor quality which is why the
majority of clothes end up being discarded within
the
year. People hardly ever consider the
environmental impact of the clothing they purchase
when they bring it home. Our lack of consideration
and ignorance about the implications of
manufacturing clothes exacerbates the issue
associated with mass consumer culture.
About 80 billion pieces of clothing are
produced annually, of which only a quarter will be
recycled and the rest will end up occupying
landfills. At least 2 billion pairs of jeans are
produced a year; each pair requires 7,000 liters of
water to produce. Greenpeace further claims that:
“For a t-shirt, it takes 2,700 liters of water to make
just one – that’s the amount of water an average
person drinks over the course of 900 days!”. The
manufacturing process also requires intensive
amounts of energy from burning oil. Afterward, the
process releases volatile organic compounds,
particulate matter, and acidic gases as emissions.
As one of the most commonly used fibers for
clothing manufacturing, cotton leaves a significant
ecological footprint. Since it is so widely used, it
accounts for a quarter of the pesticides used in the
United States. Clothing production uses a total of
1.7 million tons of chemical dyes, such as
perfluorinated chemicals, which inevitably end up
in streams, rivers, and other bodies of water.
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Countries that actively rely on clothing manufacturing to bolster its economy, like China and India,
expose their citizens to toxic substances that poison the air they breathe and the food and water they
consume. Transporting the clothing produced in these faraway countries accounts for even more energy
use. Once the clothing is used and discarded by consumers, collecting the rubbish and transporting it to
landfills is a costly process. For instance, it costs New York City around $20.6 million annually to
transport discarded clothes to incinerators and landfills. Man-made fibers like polyester make up 60
percent of all fibers used in the manufacturing process but take decades to fully degrade. Donating clothes
has proven to be an even more inefficient method of recycling as only around 20 percent of clothes
donated to charities like Goodwill are actually used with most being discarded for their low quality.
The fast fashion industry has formed a catastrophic link in the chain of consumerism. Therefore,
many people ask about what can be done to lessen the disastrous environmental footprint of the clothing
manufacturing industry. At least 95 percent of the clothes dispensed by consumers are recyclable or
reusable. It is imperative that corporations take it upon themselves to ease this process by incentivizing
consumers to recycle their clothing in a convenient way. Consumers must also become more educated
about the ecological impact of manufacturing textiles. Instead of purchasing from fast fashion companies,
consumers should invest in more expensive clothing that will last for years. We should abide by the words
of legendary fashion designer Vivienne Westwood, “Buy last, choose well, make it last”.
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The Buzz On
Artificial Pollination
By Sarah Westaway

By Sarah Westaway
In the Netflix original show Black Mirror, the
episode “Hated by the Nation” paints a terrifying,
science fiction story of artificial pollination gone wrong.
Tiny drones being used as pollinators due to dwindling
honeybee populations in the United Kingdom are
hacked, setting off a lethal game through social media
hashtag frenzy. Meanwhile, in the real world, researchers
in Japan have developed a new insect size drone that can
pollinate plants to help out honeybees. The robotic
pollinators have horsehair on their backs and are created
with a special gel that allows them to pick up and release
pollen grains. Not to worry, though: these tiny drones are
a long way away from becoming future pollinators, as
they have never been tested outside and are not
autonomous… yet.
The phrase, “the bees are dying at an alarming
rate” has recently become popularized, and with good
reason. Honeybee populations have declined rapidly in
the last few years due to increased pesticide use,
diseases, and effects of global climate change. The
decline is also partially due to a phenomenon called
colony collapse disorder, in which the majority of
worker bees in a colony disappear and leave their queen
behind with only a few bees left to care for her. Colony
collapse disorder is due to a number of causes, such as
invasive species, changes to bee habitats and foraging
opportunities, and inadequate nutrition.
The thought of losing honeybees is quite the
agricultural doomsday prediction because of the
imperative role they play in the pollination of fruits,
vegetables, and many other plants critical to the
economy. In the past year, the United States lost 44
percent of all honeybee colonies, a frightening fact
facing the future of commercial pollination. Moreover,
other species are coming close to extinction, such as the
rusty patch bumblebee and several species of Hawaiian
yellow-faced bees. There are over 20,000 species of bees

in the world, each possessing unique flight capabilities
and body sizes. This diversity leads to more efficient and
effective pollination.
Eijiro Miyako is the main designer behind the
innovative robot pollinators, with the belief that they
may one day be part of the solution to the bee crisis.
Miyako, a researcher at Japan’s National Institute of
Advanced Science and Technology, was experimenting
with the specialized gel for electrochemical applications.
When the gel wasn’t working for him, he put the bottles
away and forgot about them. It wasn’t until a few years
later that he rediscovered the gel and instantly thought
about the pollination crisis and decline of honeybees. He
claims the adhesiveness and non-volatility of this gel is
what makes it better than conventional gels, which are
mainly made of water and quickly lose their stickiness.
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Growing excited with his discovery, Miyako performed tests on living samples, at first
using ants and flies. In one instance, he used a control group of insects with no gel on their
backs, and an experimental group with the sticky substance applied to their backs, in a box full
of tulips. As predicted, the insects with the gel successfully collected pollen from the flowers.
Following these successes, Miyako focused on developing a bee sized drone with four
propellers, commercially available for about 100 dollars each. When he found that the gel was
not enough to hold the pollen, he attached horsehair to mimic honeybees’ fuzzy exterior and
give it an electric charge.
As revolutionary as the idea is, Miyako knows he still faces obstacles. For instance, the
bees must be manually remote-controlled and can be difficult to maneuver. Artificial
intelligence would be necessary to make the drones self-sufficient. Quinn McFrederick, an
entomologist at the University of California at Riverside, sees some utility in drones as
commercial crop pollinators. However, he agrees with many experts who believe that it makes
more sense to protect our natural pollinators than to invest in developing this new technology.
Miyako is still optimistic about the drones because he sees them as not a replacement for bees,
but rather a future ally to help combat honeybee extinction.
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The Urban Heat Island: How can it Affect
New Jersey?
by Amanda Zizack

Although New Jersey is known as the Garden State, it is estimated that
about 94.7% of the state’s population of 8,958,013 people lives in an area that is
defined as urban. This means that a large amount of New Jersey’s population
will be impacted by the urban heat island effect. Urban temperatures that are
greater than the surrounding rural temperatures characterize this effect. The
occurrence of the urban heat island effect is greatly influenced by human
interference but can also be intensified by warmer weather, low cloud coverage,
and reduced wind.
The future of urban New Jersey can be greatly affected by the negative
impacts brought on by the urban heat island effect. Some of these negative
impacts include increased morbidity and mortality caused by heat stress, an
increase in air pollution, and impaired water quality. Additionally, urban areas
experiencing the impacts of the urban heat island effect can also expect to have
more of a reliance on air conditioning, which leads to increased energy use.
Recent studies show that Newark and Camden have been identified as urban
areas where the heat island effect can be observed. The study found that in
Newark, minimum temperatures were about 3º Celsius greater than surrounding
rural or suburban areas and Camden’s minimum temperatures were about 1.5º
greater. Projections show that these temperatures will continue to rise.
Another drawback of the urban heat island effect is that low income and
minority communities are likely to suffer the most from the negative impacts as
the people in these communities may not be able to afford to pay for the higher
electric bills that will come when air conditioning is used more frequently. This
can increase the negative health impacts of the urban heat island effect for these
populations. The urban areas of Newark and Camden are likely the first that will
experience the negative impacts of the heat island effect in New Jersey, however
with increased population growth, other urban areas, like New Brunswick, can
experience them in the future.
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Although increasing urbanization due to population growth can lead to more areas
experiencing the urban heat island effect, there are strategies that can be implemented to reduce
these impacts. Some of these strategies include developing areas with high amounts of
vegetation and increasing albedo surface materials. Vegetation offers shade and other natural
cooling effects. Albedo is the reflective power of an object and by increasing the albedo of an
urban area, heat can be reflected rather than absorbed. Both of these strategies have effective
cooling abilities but developing more green areas is the most economically efficient. Low
income and minority areas, which tend to be densely populated, can use innovative solutions
such as rooftop community gardens to increase vegetation.
New Jersey is a state that is continuing to grow and with this growth, more urban areas
will experience the urban heat island effect. However, with proper planning and the designation
of open spaces for vegetation, the negative impacts can be reduced and prevented.
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Talking to Family
About Lawns
By James Duffy

Last May, I finished the final exams of my
sophomore year, packed up my things, and made the
hour drive west to my family’s home in Warren
County, NJ, not far from the Delaware Water Gap. As
I bustled into the front door and dropped my things, I
left all thoughts of unpacking my car at the threshold
in favor of what had become something of a tradition
when I returned home on spring afternoons: I called
out to the family dog in excitable tones, ran back out
the door, and waited for him to meet me in the yard,
where I would chase him around in a predictable loop,
heralding the return of someone who would be home
to pay him mind while my parents were away at work.

White clover (Trifolium repens) is valuable forage for
pollinators and grows readily in most lawns.

With so much lawn in the US alone, my
conversation with my parents got me thinking: how
can people who know the environmental impact of
traditional lawn care better communicate this
information to family, roommates, or other
cohabitants? After all, lawns occupy a surprisingly
visceral place in American culture. Studies have tied
perception of lawns in American suburbia to
perceptions of wealth, social status, and neighborhood
pride. The pressure to create a yard that meets
mainstream ideals—fertilized and chemically treated
for weeds—can be intense. This has been dubbed the
“neighbor effect” in those studying the phenomenon,
and its power should not be discounted when making
the argument for ditching chemical treatments and
embracing a weedy lawn.

But all was not well. As I knelt to pet the
exhausted dog, I noticed something disturbing: not a
single weed was in sight. My backyard—perpetually
patchy and chronically neglected—was an even,
lustrous green. It looked like it was supposed to. No
dandelion rosettes, no mats of white clover, no ground
ivy rambling through spades of grass, no deadnettle
poking up, smoky and purple, from between the roots
of our maple tree, no spires of broadleaf plantain
flowers towering above the rest. A text to my mother
confirmed my suspicions: my father, on a weekend
If, like mine, your cohabitants find the threat
home and lawn care binge, had applied herbicides to of indirect water pollution less than inspiring, they
the lawn earlier that spring.
might find the embattled honeybee a more compelling
My parents had avoided telling me about the cause. With all sorts of pollinators—including the
incident knowing my aversion to commercial lawn beloved honeybee—threatened by habitat loss,
care. Our family maintains a membership in a local changing agricultural practices, pesticides, and more,
watershed association, and I’d often argued that using an easy way to help these imperiled animals is to
fertilizers and herbicides that could wash into local welcome the plants they need into our lives. Suburban
waterways was counterproductive to the water quality habitats might never support the same pollinator
diversity as natural landscapes, but flowers of
work we support.
common weeds like dandelions, clover, and deadnettle
Fast forward to this spring, and a household feed the species that do share our neighborhoods. If
deal was made to avoid the practice in 2017. But the one is saddened by the plight of the honeybee, there is
reality remains that well over half of Americans with a no easier way to lend support than to embrace lawn
lawn apply herbicide or fertilizer each year. With weeds.
estimates of lawn acreage in the United States ranging
from 30 to 40 million acres, that represents at least an
area larger than the state of Pennsylvania.
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Many people are rightfully concerned about how neighbors might perceive a lawn that shares space
with weeds. Some homeowners’ associations go so far as to create aesthetic standards for neighborhood
properties that prohibit such a thing. For these concerns, there are ways of conveying that principles, not
negligence, guide your weedy lawn. The National Wildlife Federation offers “Certified Wildlife Habitat” signs
for eligible yards; further, artists online have created a myriad of yard signs that advertise the presence of
weeds as a kindness to local wildlife. Or, compromise can always be struck. If a family is concerned about
appearances, the front yard can always remain treated with broadleaf herbicides, while less visible areas can
welcome pollinator-friendly weeds. Even a small reduction in the area of treated lawn contributes to a
collective pivot away from the sterile turf grass monoculture that does so little for wildlife.
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Common lawn weeds that help support pollinators include ground ivy (Glechoma
hederacea, top left), henbit deadnettle (Lamium amplexicaule, top right), red clover
(Trifolium pratense, bottom left), and dandelion (Taraxacum officinale, bottom
right).
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Dr. Clark’s Strange Tales


Epic Smugglers: In February, federal customs
agents seized 22 pounds of illegal animal meat
(in a wide array) at the Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport. Among the tasty items
were raw chicken, pig and cow meat, brains,
hearts, heads, tongues and feet -- in addition to
(wrote a reporter) "other body parts" (if there
even are any other edible parts). In a typical day
nationwide, U.S. Customs and Border Protection
seizes about 4,600 smuggled plant or animal
products. [WFAA-TV, 2-10-2017]
“Did You Know?” facts sourced from http://
www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/11/28/sciencefacts_n_4344759.html



And a Partridge in a Pear Tree: In February, a
pet welfare organization complained of a raid on
a home near Lockhart, Texas, that housed more
than 400 animals (and, of course, reeked
"overpowering(ly)" of urine). The inventory: 86
snakes, 56 guinea pigs, 28 dogs, 26 rabbits, 15
goats, 9 doves, 8 skinks, 7 pigs, 6 pigeons, 4
gerbils, 3 bearded dragons, 2 ducks and 1
tarantula -- plus about 150 rats and mice (to
feed the menagerie) and 20 other animals whose
numbers did not fit the above lyric pattern. [San
Antonio Express-News, 2-22-2017]
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